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~Spreading the message one paper at a time~

Discovering the Conflict,Begins an Inspiring Journey to the Answer
"I sought my soul,but my soul I could not see.I sought my God,but my God
eluded me.I sought my brother and I found all three …”
Martin Luther King Jr.
I had a dream.I have lots of dreams.Some are beautiful memories from childhood that I have
held onto like a safetyraft in the middle of the ocean.Other dreams are brutal betrayals by my “battle
buddies”.This was one of the first in a while that portrayed where I am at today in my life.It’s quite an
eyeopener to view my life from the outside looking in.
I have the ability to change my dreams sometimes and this time,I did just that.The significance of
this wasn’t the context of the actual dream.It was the fact that I could change the direction and location
of the events that took place.I’ve had this ability since I was a kid.I never had a bad dream until I began
drinking on the regular.It’s really neat.I feel like the director of a movie,but because it keeps my mind
active I wake up feeling as if I hadn’t slept. After years, it became habitual.At night time I feel most
creative so once I started drinking and smoking marijuana,I’d stay up all night to write or paint.The
starving artist!Story of my life.I’m good at many things but there is always someone better nearby.
This started a never ending obsession with being the best.Because of my fast
metabolism,Irish/German blood and determination,I became an advanced drinker at a very rapid pace.I
suppose hating myself helped as well.When I drank I could be anyone that I wanted to be. Liquid
courage was my love.I stayed loyal for a long time.My healthiest relationship was to the bottle or
can.It’s the only thing that I wanted more of every day.My lips were 100% loyal and my heart was
invested at a level that I had never felt with any person.In fact,if I was as devoted even half as much to
my husband,I’d probably still be married.I didn’t really start drinking until he left though,the isms were
just waiting.You know what I think I love the most about alcohol?I could always find her. Anywhere,
anytime,whether it was Sunday or 5.am or I was broke,she was always there.I didn’t choose my
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destiny,she chose me.The more I run the more momentum she gains and I end up drowning in a pool of
alcohol and my own sorrows.
Addiction to conviction is a contradiction.Envision a vision so blurred,slurring every word so in
touch with the inside. Invisible pride.Run and hide but it follows you,swallows you first cursing.How did
I get here again,naked and losing another friend? Begging for the end or for an illness that keeps you
bedridden so you can stay hidden from the world in a whole hearted devotional dedicated to Patron or
Cuervo.Maybe a cup of joe with Kahlua for taste or a shotgun party pulling the tab and sucking the
bubbles back.An ungrateful fight out of spite because he takes the knife from my hand.Get sober,clear
your mind.Only do this for enough time to sign a contract with the devil to better my contact and drink
without condition,or with it.Eviction notice again not only from my home but my body and soul.Roaming
without a cause.Living to be an option and never a choice.Voice every wrong opinion and swing the
hammer on everyone else’s noise.Poise, never set in my life.I can blame strife or trifling hoes.
It goes to show how corrupt I was before the drink ever made me sick.Shrinking me to the size
of an ant with an ego of Oprah.Only I never changed the world I just sat and licked my wounds begging
everyone to fix them.Takes a steady hand, one only another alcoholic has.Of all the times I’ve caused
pain to myself, it never hurt as much as when I realized I am standing alone.My infantry is K.I.A. R.I.P.,
be free.So there,that’s how I feel about my alcohol experience.The fight isn’t a fight when it’s me versus
the world.But why does it always have to be a war?Why does everyone in my life need to be a soldier
in Justine’s quest for attention?My obsession isn’t with alcohol or war or money or men or to love.My
obsession is to Be loved.But I never learned how to be loved.And this is where my journey begins.
Justine G.

Conflict and Sobriety
By:Shane E.
“Each person is like an actor who
wants to run the whole show”.
Pg. 60 Big Book of A.A.
My life was filled with conflict with
others when I was drinking.Nothing
was ever right and if it wasn’t my
way it was wrong.I was constantly
angry and upset.No one it seemed
could live up to my expectations,so
I was constantly being disappointed.
I couldn’t understand why I was
constantly arguing with the people
around me and refusing to admit it
when I was wrong about something.
My pride and ego wouldn’t allow it.

A Lever With No Place To Stand
By:Bob S.
“We had a new employer.Being all powerful,
He provided what we needed,if we kept close
to Him and performed his work well.Established
on such a footing we became interested in
seeing what we could contribute to life”.
Pg.61 Big Book of A.A.
I spent fifteen years drunkenly floating about Los
Angelas,San Francisco,New Orleans,Florida
beach resorts and back to my home town in
Indiana(especially when I was broke),hoping to
discover the bliss I needed to change myself into
a productive human being.If only I could find the
right location,the right people,that perfect girl,
everything would change.I would finally be
happy,and then of course my boozing life would
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I’ve discovered an amazing thing
since I started working this program,
“It doesn’t matter if I’m right.”I’ve
been able to stop arguing with the
people around me by simply stepping
back from a situation.I take a deep
breath and say something like,
“perhaps you’re right.”or“Let’s try it
your way.”Instead of standing around,
arguing about something and wasting
time,I can get out of the way and let my
Higher Power deal with it.My inner peace
is maintained and my attitude remains
positive.
This program has taught me that I truly
am my own worst enemy.Do I still get
upset?Yes.Do I let it affect my actions and
judgment?Not nearly as much as I did when
I was still drinking.I was asked the other
day how I stayed so upbeat and happy and
how do I stay so calm?With a smile I
answered,“I go through my day thanking God
for all the good things He has given me.
“Winning an argument and being ‘right’ just
doesn’t seem that important anymore.
Every day of my recovery is a gift from
God.When I look at the world with that
in mind the conflicts which used to drive
me no longer have the power to control
the way I act and react to life’s
everyday situations.“I can’t.He can.I
will let Him!”

come to an abrupt end.
There was never a year,but what I had to do is
quit drinking forever,however,quitting forever
just got me drunk again.If only I could find the
right place to be,the right place to stand,I could
controlyeah stopthose uncontrollable drinking
sprees.I had read somewhere that some guy from
years ago named Archimedes said, “Give me a
lever and a place to stand,and I will move the
earth”.
Well,I assumed that I already had a lever made of
will power and selfknowledge gained from many
drunk tank visits,but alas I had no place to stand.
I was fortythree years old,broke,hallucinating,
(the refrigerator was singing to me.)and still
drunk when a friend,dennis,escorted me to my
first A.A. meeting at 4th and Wilshire in Santa
Monica,California.Of course,I had no way of
realizing it at the time,but the moment after they
prayed the lord’s prayer,something wonderfully
mysterious erupted within my deep inner self.I
had found a place to stand!I have not had a
drink since!
The Big Book tells us: “We found the great
reality deep down within us.In the last
analysis it was only there he could be found”.
(pg.55)So,my place to stand had been with me
all along.I just needed A.A. to help me find it.
Someone said an alcoholic can not drink on the
truth,only on a lie.I believe,so long as I remain
in contact with that great reality(truth)deep
within,God will never allow me to drink again!
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(A special thanks goes to those at sober.org for allowing us to use their 12 step study

for our paper)

Step 7Humbly asked him to remove our shortcomings.
The 12 & 12 dwells on the word, "humility" to some length. Here's what the dictionary says:
humility (hyue mil'i tee; often yue) n.
1. the quality or state of being humble; modest opinion of one's own importance or
rank; meekness.
[12751325; ME humilite < L humilitas; see:
humble (hum'buhl, um') adj. <bler, blest> v. <bled, bling> adj.
1. not proud or arrogant; modest.
2. low in importance, status, or condition; lowly: a humble home.
3. courteously respectful: in my humble opinion.

The root "hum" means earth as in humus and, humor. When the definition says that

Humble means "lowly" it does not mean servile or inadequate. It means, simply, not
exalted, as is the earth as opposed to heaven.
So, humility is not thinking less of yourself, it is thinking of yourself less.
The way we have come to look at humility is that it is a virtue, one of the principles that
AA teaches us to live. The definition we have adopted pictures us as standing naked
before God, without pretense nor reservation. It means hiding nothing, being our real
selves, both good and bad. A good synonym for humility is honesty.Mother Theresa
obviously knew precisely what humility means when she said:
"If you are humble nothing can touch you, neither praise nor disgrace, because
you know who you are."
In the context of Step 7, then, we find that our taking of Steps 4, 5, and 6 has prepared us
to know much of who and what we are. It is our real essence, then, that stands before its
Creator with the prayer that its shortcomings be removed. (The expressions exact nature
of our wrongs (step 5), defects of character (step 6), and shortcomings (step 7) are to be
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used interchangeably, according to Bill Wilson.) But, just what does get removed? Does
God remove defects that we don't know about? If He did, then steps 4 and 5 might be
unnecessary. You have been instructed to go to a great deal of trouble to bring to the
surface your defects of character. Knowing of our defects is only a precursor to becoming
willing to stop hanging onto them in step six.We don't think this effort is all makework.
The Higher Power we have come to know does not intrude into our lives without invitation.
He only responds to step seven prayers that are very specific. He wants us to understand
which qualities of character are desirable and which are not (within the context of His
scheme of things). He wants us to know ourselves well enough to know which character
attributes we have and which are missing. Therefore, we believe that there is no catchall
we can invoke that just says, "clean us up".The point is that we are to ask God to displace
our own character with the character He chooses us to have. Does God remove all our
defects of character that we ask Him to? It seems not. Sometimes we think something is
a defect of character when it might be right for us, like a mole on our cheek. Maybe we
haven't yet learned enough from our defects to really be ready to have them removed,
even though we think we are.Most of us take Steps Six and Seven every day. The
process of letting go and letting God is not instantaneous. We whittle away at the old self,
often painfully, until His magnificent configuration slowly emerges.

Trust
God
Clean
House
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On the 7th Tradition

“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining
outside contributions."
Editorial by Bill W.-A.A. Grapevine, June, 1948
"The A.A. Groups themselves ought to be fully supported by the voluntary
contribution of their own members. We think that each group should soon achieve
its ideal: that any public solicitation of funds using the name of Alcoholics
Anonymous is highly dangerous, whether by groups, clubs, hospitals or other outside
agencies; that acceptance of large gifts from any source, or of contributions
carrying any obligation whatever, is unwise. Then too, we view with much concern
those A.A. treasuries which continue, beyond prudent reserves, to accumulate
funds for no stated A.A. purpose. Experience has often warned us that nothing can
so surely destroy our spiritual heritage as futile disputes over property, money,
and authority."Our growth continuing, the combined income of Alcoholics Anonymous
members will soon reach the astounding total of $250,000,000, a quarter of billion
dollars yearly. This is the direct result of A.A. membership. Sober we now have it,
drunk we would not.By contrast, our overall A.A. expenses are trifling.For instance,
the A.A. General Office now costs us $1.50 per member a year. As a fact, the New
York office asks the groups for this sum twice a year because not all of them
contribute. Even so, the sum per member is exceedingly small. If an A.A. happens to
live in a large metropolitan center where an intergroup office is absolutely essential
to handle heavy inquiries and hospital arrangements he contributes (or probably
should contribute) about $5.00 annually. To pay the rent of his own group meeting
place, and maybe coffee and doughnuts, he might drop $25.00 a year in the hat. Or,
if he belongs to a club it could be $50.00. In case he takes The A.A. Grapevine he
squanders an extra $2.50!So, the A.A. member who really meets his group
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responsibilities finds himself liable for about $5.00 a month on the average. Yet his
own personal income may be anywhere between $200. and $2,000. a month -- the
direct result of not drinking."But", some will contend, "our friends want to give us
money to furnish that new club house. We are a new small group. Most of us are
still pretty broke. What then"?I am sure that myriads of the A.A. voices would now
answer the new group saying, "Yes, we know just how you feel. We once solicited
money ourselves. We even solicited publicly. We thought we could do a lot of good
with other peoples' money. But we found that kind of money too hot to handle. It
aroused unbelievable controversy. It simply wasn't worth it. Besides, it set a
precedent which has tempted many people to use the valuable name of Alcoholics
Anonymous for other than A.A. purposes. While there may be little harm in a small
friendly loan which your group really means to repay, we really beg you to think hard
before you ask the most willing friend to make a large donation. You can, and you
soon will, pay your own way. For each of you these overhead expenses will never
amount to more than the price of one bottle of good whiskey a month. You will be
everlastingly thankful if you pay this small obligation yourselves.When reflecting on
these things, why should not each of us tell himself, "Yes, we A.A.s were once a
burden on everybody. We were 'takers.' Now that we are sober, and by the Grace
of God have become responsible citizens of the world, why shouldn't we about face
and become 'thankful givers'! Yes, it is high time we did!".

Bill W.-The AA Grapevine, June, 1948
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June 1"This issue of the Grapevine marks the anniversary of its founding exactly fifteen
[now seventy] years ago "The memory of some of those first editorial meetings will linger
with me always.Seated around a table in a tiny cheerless room some place downtown,the
founders pored over their freshly written copy for the first issues.In those days the
enthusiastic founders did everything.Not only did they do the art work, write the bulk of the
stories,they kept the books,they paid the printing bill,they typed the address on each copy
and finally licked all the stamps.So went the happy monthly paroxysm of creating what was
to become the principal monthly journal of our whole society."Today 35,000 readers [now
over 100,000 across multiple media platforms] see mirrored in each issue of the A.A.
Grapevine a monthly vision of the worldwide thought,feeling and activity of our whole
fellowship.It is our great means of intercommunication; a magic carpet on which each of
you can ride to the more distant reaches and watch new brothers and sisters emerge from
darkness into light."On this happy occasion I send my warmest affection to Grapevine
readers and staff alike.May God prosper the Grapevine always."

Which Is Your Favorite Cover?
Choose from amongst 12 past covers and automatically be entered to win in a
drawing a set of Grapevine books.Seven winners will be announced in the November
issue.Visit www.AAGrapevine.org/covers to tell us your selection.
~Deadline to enter is July 31.~
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What’s Going On?
4th of July Celebration
When-July 4th@5-9pm
Where-Progress House-201 Selby St
Cost-$5 dinner/$5 ice cream social
Down Home Group Anniversary
When-July 12th@12-8
20th@5
Where-Pittsboro Christian ChurchEast
N.Maple St in Pittsboro In 46167
Cost-Bring a covered dish
East Central Regional Conference
When-July 25th-July 27th
Where-Perrysburg,Oh
Cost-call intergroup-317-632-7864

Wm. S.-6ys
Robin E.-9yrs
Lisa J.-25yrs
James M.-41yrs
Leonard K.-15yrs

Seeds of Serenity 12th Retreat
When-July 11th-July 13th
Where-Fatima House
Cost-Single rooms-$204
Circle City Roundup
When-July18th@4-July

Kenneth H.-38yrs
Kelly A.-11yrs
Nan G.-15yrs
Caitlin V.-6yrs
Martin B.-28yrs

Where-Marriott East-7202
21st St. Indpls,In 46219
Cost-$25 registration

Briana O.-2yrs
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A special THANK YOU goes out to Mary H,previous editor of
paper3!

S.O.S(the new paper3),Needs your input!Do you fancy
yourself an artist,a writer,a poet or a jokester?Do you
have any ideas or input on what should or shouldn’t be
in the paper?Do you have a question you would like
answered?If you answered yes, then we have a great
service opportunity for you!Simply send your ideas to
briaocon@gmail.com.All ideas are welcome!Also sign up
for a free email subscription by sending your email to the
same address above!
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Let’s Have Some Fun!
June Cryptocrip/Word Search Answers:
“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting
declining outside contributions.”
HSMFVHBBYDEYGWS Acceptance SelfSufficiency
TSPHEKOTZCFRPES
Action
Serenity
ISGEBLINNBAULAE
Alcoholism
TwelveSteps
APSVTNLAETTFACN
Anonymity
FWEEESTOISSPUTG
Big Book
YZVRLPETWUTDTIN
Defeat
AYEBERUVFSEYIOI
Dr.Bob
NSLCODEFLFHERNL
Faith
OLCUEBIWEEZIINL
Fellowship
NAUSMCRAOPWHKPI Gratitude
YLCZIITDUPPTSZW
HigherPower
MBSEREWOPREHGIH Honesty
IXNAALCOHOLISMD Inventory
TCYROTNEVNIWIHY
Powerless
YXBIGBOOKREYARP Prayer
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Across
Down
6. a gathering of recovering friends
1.why it works
7. a group just like me
2.happy joyous and free
8. not drinking not recovering
3.voluntary donation
9. the road to recovery
4.thinking of yourself less
10. an allergy that causes death
5.a conversation with God
How can you tell the difference between a moderate drinker, a heavy drinker and an alkie?
A moderate drinker goes in the bar,orders a drink and goes to the bathroom.He comes out and there is
a fly in his drink.He pushes the drink back to the bartender and orders another.A heavy drinker goes in
the bar,orders a drink and goes to the bathroom.He comes out and there is a fly in his drink.He picks
the fly out of the drink and drinks his drink.An alkie goes in the bar,orders a drink and goes to the
bathroom.He comes out and there is a fly in his drink.He picks the fly up and tells him to spit it out,
SPIT IT OUT!
Lord,In the past several hours I have not hurt any one.I have not drank.I have peacefully coexisted with
life.For that I am grateful.But I'm about to get out of bed now and I'm really going to need your help.
An oldtimer was sitting in the meeting hall when a young newcomer walked up to the chair next to
him & sat down.The young man had spiked hair all different colors,red,green,orange,blue & yellow.The
oldtimer just stared.The youth said,"What's the matter oldtimer?You never done anything wild in your
life?"The old man replied,"Got drunk once and had sex with a parrot.I was just wondering if you were
my son."
A scientist and God were having a discussion one day.The Scientist said that he could do any thing
that God could do.God said,I can make a man.With that he pick up some dirt poured it through his
fingers and a man appeared.The Scientist said,I can do that and reached down to pick up some dirt,
and God said "Hold on there.You'll need to get your own dirt."
An alcoholic was undergoing a physical examination.When his friendly doctor requested that he hold out
his arm at full length,he did so.His hand shook wildly.The doctor asked, "Are you still drinking a lot?"
Still shaking, the patient responded, "I've cut way down.I don't drink a third of what I used to.I spill
most of it!"
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